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Virtual Workshop 
Overview
This powerful workshop is 
designed to help K-5 teachers 
create a plan for launching and 
leading literacy stations during 
the daily reading block. Before 
students can be academically 
engaged in literacy stations, they 
first need to understand their 
own roles and responsibilities 
during independent learning 
time. This virtual workshop will start with 
strategies for setting expectations, building 
routines, and creating procedures at the 
beginning of the school year. Participants 
will receive a day-by-day plan for starting 
this process beginning with the first week 
of school.

Workshop Topics
• Learn how the five components of reading 

can be supported with literacy stations.

• Recognize how literacy stations can be 
used to address grade-level specific 
standards.

• Gain ideas for planning purposeful, 
achievement-driven station activities.

• Boost students’ comprehension of 
literature and informational texts with 
listening stations.

• Learn how to establish routines that foster 
independence in all K-5 students.

• Discover how to grow students’ stamina 
for working independently.

• Determine how to assign letter grades to 
work completed in literacy stations.

WORKSHOP OUTLINE
See the Big Picture

• Prepare for an effective reading 
block

• Understand expectations

• Establish routines

Start the First Station
• Create a Classroom Library

• Identify expectations

• Practice procedures

Add the Second Station
• Introduce partnered fluency work

• Practice partner fluency

• Manage transitions

Plan Additional Stations
• Introduce word-work games

• Work on words

• Incorporate a Listening Station

• Write about the reading

Put It All Together
• Shift from procedures to practice

• Troubleshoot issues

• Plan for grades

Total time to complete: 
5 hours (Recorded video available to 
participants for 30 days.)

An Introduction to 
Literacy Stations

Instructor  •  Kristi McCullough 
Literacy Consultant for Smekens 

Education Solutions, Inc.

SIMPLE & EFFEC TIVE STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE ACHIEVEMENT IN READING

“TONS of ideas and things I can do 
when I get back in my room!”
Nikki Gernand, teacher at Eastwood 
Elementary School, Elkhart, IN

“Great workshop with lots of 
concrete examples. Good for 
beginning and veteran teachers.” 
Leah Taylor,  teacher at Gosport 
Elementary School, Gosport, IN

INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL WORKSHOP
BY SMEKENS EDUCATION

9 a.m. EDT - Workshop Begins
4 p.m. EDT - Workshop Concludes

The day will include a 45-minute lunch break.

Virtual Workshop   •   July 15, 2021

Free guide!
All workshop 
registrants will 
receive a free 
digital copy 
of Launch the 
Reading Block.
This popular 
resource includes 
simple & effective 
mini-lessons 
that sequence 
the start-up 
of the reader’s 
workshop. (An 
$8.99 value!)

Grades K-5
by Kristi McCullough
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SIMPLE & EFFECTIVE
MINI-LESSONS THAT SEQUENCE THE START-UP

OF THE READER’S WORKSHOP
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Strategies shared during this virtual workshop mirror the K-5 grade-level expectations 
outlined within the reading standards for College & Career Readiness.

Who benefits?
• K-5 Classroom Teachers 
• Literacy Coaches
• Literacy Coordinators 
• Title I Teachers / Directors
• Special Education Teachers
• ELL Teachers
• K-5 High-Ability Teachers
• Elementary Administrators

When you complete  
the virtual workshop, 
you’ll be able to
PUse anchor charts to effectively 

teach and remind students of 
procedural expectations.

PUtilize existing classroom materials 
to set up and implement engaging 
literacy stations.

PTeach students to efficiently 
transition from one activity to 
another.

POrganize a classroom library for 
K-5 students that encourages 
reading based on interests.

PEngage students in hands-on 
word-study stations that build 
skills in phonemic awareness, 
phonics, and vocabulary.

PBegin the school year with your 
own 6-week “game plan” for 
launching literacy stations.

Top questions  
teachers ask about 
introducing literacy 
stations
uWhen should I start conducting 

literacy stations? 

uHow do I know what kind of 
literacy station activities to plan?

uHow do I find space in my 
classroom for literacy stations?

uHow much time should students 
spend at literacy stations?

uHow long will it take before 
students are able to work in 
stations independently? 

uHow can I create engaging 
activities which are also easy to 
prepare? 

uWhat is my role while students are 
engaged in literacy stations? 

Kristi McCullough provides the 
answers to these questions and 

many more!

FREE GUIDE

Starting up the reading block can be overwhelming. 
What if you had a 6-week planning guide to get you 
started? “Launch the Reading Block” begins with a 
big-picture vision of practical practices to support 
students mastering literacy skills. It emphasizes how 
whole-class mini-lessons, small-group instruction, and 
literacy stations ultimately work together to promote 
student success.

Focused on the importance of 
foundational lessons to establish 
routines, outline expectations, and build 
stamina at the beginning of the school 
year, this Launch gets you started on the 
right foot.

A 30-day calendar is included, outlining 
a day-by-day schedule of mini-lessons 
needed to achieve this during the first 
six weeks. It includes lesson suggestions 
for reading mini-lessons, routines 
& procedures, first literacy stations, 
managing assessments, and first 
meetings with small groups.

Launch the Reading Block is a great 
resource for those looking for specific lesson direction 
for the management of an effective reading block.

Launch the  
Reading Block

Continuing Education Credit
With prior approval from the attendee’s school district, 
participants may receive credit for 5 hours of professional 
development. After the workshop, attendees receive 
a Certificate of Completion which can be used to 
verify participation. More information about how this 
workshop fulfills your state’s unique continuing education 
requirements can be found on our website at  
www.SmekensEducation.com/credit.html.

Graduate-Level Credit
Workshop attendees are eligible to pursue 1, 2, or 3 
nationally-accredited graduate-level semester credits/units 
for a full-day session. Through a partnership with University 
of the Pacific, the cost is $62 per graduate-level credit/unit. 
After the workshop, attendees have 6 months to complete 
the required coursework. The cost of graduate credit is 
separate from the cost of workshop registration.

Secret Site Resources
Registrants receive lifetime access 
to a password-protected web page 
that contains a treasure trove of 
lessons, videos, and other resources 
for implementation.

Register online
www.SmekensEducation.com
Workshop Date: July 15
Cost: $149 per person
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Build Anchor Charts that outline:  

• Voice Levels.
• Mini-lesson  expectations 2.

• CLASSROOM LIBRARY 3, 4.

• Turn & Talk 5.

Introduce individual book boxes/bags 3.

NOTE: Teach WORD-WORK game-like 

activities (e.g., BANG! 6) any time during 

the day.  

Introduce the ways to read a text within 

CLASSROOM LIBRARY (e.g., The Daily 

5 encourages students to read the words, 

read the pictures, and retell the text). 

Introduce a code phrase to signal the 

end of the whole-class mini-lesson.

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 

activities (e.g., BANG! 6) any time during 

the day.  

Explain how the CLASSROOM LIBRARY 

books are organized into categories. 

Practice the code phrase to signal the end 

of a mini-lesson. Introduce procedures for 

transitioning from the mini-lesson to the 

next activity. 

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 

activities (e.g., BANG! 6) any time during 

the day.   

Introduce how to put a book away 

into the proper category within the 

CLASSROOM LIBRARY. 

NOTE: Teach WORD-WORK game-like 

activities (e.g., Concentration 6) any time 

during the day.  

Build an anchor chart for how to put away 

old books and use I-PICK to choose new 

books from the CLASSROOM LIBRARY.

NOTE: Practice WORD-WORK game-like 

activities (e.g., Concentration 6) any time 

during the day.  

Plunk students around the room and 

practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY 

with multiple 3-minute trial runs.

Watch for students who break 

procedure. Reconvene the whole 

group to reteach and practice again. 

Plunk students in different places 

around the room to practice 

CLASSROOM LIBRARY with 

multiple 3-minute trial runs. Begin to 

grow stamina 9.

Watch for students who break 

procedure. Reconvene the whole 

group to reteach and practice again.

Practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY 

and grow stamina 9. 

Watch for students who break 

procedure. Reconvene the whole 

group to reteach and practice again.

Practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY and 

grow stamina 9. 

If the same student keeps breaking 

procedure, consider when to 

intervene with the four levels of 

interventions.  It may depend 

on grade level & maturity of the 

students. 

Take students (a few at a time) to 

your classroom library to choose 

new books for their boxes/bags.  Use 

the I-PICK method to choose new 

and put old books away by proper 

category.  The rest of the class will 

practice CLASSROOM LIBRARY 

and continue to grow stamina 9. 

Administer any whole-

class assessments (e.g., 

spelling inventory, 

high-frequency words, 

interest inventory 7, 

etc.) this week. 

LESSONSContent

WEEK #1SETTING EXPECTATIONS
TO WORK INDEPENDENTLY

LESSONS
Procedural PRACTICE

Literacy Station

1

2

3

4

5

Small Groups
& ASSESSMENT

 LESSONS

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY

Introduce that readers 

are thinkers using the 

caricature with the 

two bubbles 1.  Model 

Reading Voice and 

Thinking Voice.  

Review Reading Voice  

and Thinking Voice.   

Add Distracting Voice 8.  

Model how readers  

juggle many thoughts. 

Label reader thoughts 

as inferences 10. 
Draw connections 

to background-
knowledge backpacks 

and Velcro. Start the 

yearlong reading 

bulletin board 11, 12. 

Explain that readers 

read a variety of texts. 

Introduce literature and 

informational texts in 

print, visual, and digital 

formats all on the same 

topic.  Observe how to 

“read” these texts and 

engage the Thinking 

Voice. 

Introduce and model 

“Readers retell and 

summarize.”  Update 

the yearlong reading 

bulletin board with 

the corresponding 

comprehension icon, 

picture book cover,  

song lyrics, and 
thinking stems 11, 12.
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Reading Block     The Big Picture

The small-group setting is intentional. It allows 
for differentiation. The range of readers in a single classroom can vary greatly based on their stages of development. Using data, the teacher may decide to differentiate the text level, the teacher support, and/or the target skill. 

After delivering instruction via whole-class mini-lessons, now students are expected to “bring it all together.”  Within the small-group setting, students are to use their item knowl-edge about phonics and words to read a text fluently in order to make sense of it.
This allows the teacher to then determine what skills to reteach in future whole-class mini-lessons, what skills to support in ad-ditional small-group meetings, and/or what skills to add to a literacy station for indepen-dent practice.

The teacher-led component of small groups  is essential. Keep in mind, some students hide amongst their peers during whole-class mini-lessons. Therefore, the classroom teacher 
(resource teacher or instructional assistant) needs to work with students in smaller groups. 

These more intimate situations allow the teacher to assess each student’s individual level of mastery. 

When the text becomes too difficult, the teacher can step in and provide just the right amount of support. This may include asking the student to try something, prompting him 
to use a specific strategy, or showing him a previously-taught skill via a model. 

The text is specifically chosen. Since each group of readers has specific needs, every text must be intentionally selected. It has to fit both the target skills to be practiced and a group’s instructional level. This provides stu-dents appropriate challenges to then problem 
solve.  

Such text may be a portion of a longer pas-sage or a shorter, one-sitting text. Regardless, 
each student will read the predetermined text 
in its entirety. This reading can be executed via 
choral reading, whisper reading, or silent read-
ing— but never round-robin reading 16.  

Remember, students are reading authenti-cally to understand something about the text. Therefore, before reading, the teacher identifies a reading purpose and identifies how students should collect text details to be 
discussed at the end of the meeting. 

While students are reading, the teacher leans in to a student to listen to him individually problem-solve the text, providing support as needed. 

The rest of the year, the reading block includes all three components— whole-

class mini-lessons, small-group guided instruction, and independent literacy stations. 

WEEK #7 & BEYOND
• Small group means 5-6 students. • Guided means the teacher/an adult is providing the instruction.

• Instruction means it is customized and appropriate for specific readers.

Small-GroupGuided Instruction

A “small group” is NOT several students reading and discussing the same text while the teacher walks around monitoring. 

With small-group meetings occurring, now the reading block has a purposeful and cyclical rhythm. Each skill taught will progress through all three phases of instruction over the course of several days 31. 

Even though the whole class heard the same mini-lesson, each small-group meeting should NOT read the same text or have the same discussion.  

Literacy stations do NOT require “stuff.”  The teacher should NOT spend hours downloading, print-ing, and making games or activi-ties to keep students busy. 
When planning literacy-station content, consider the skills recently taught in whole-class lessons and supported in small groups.  Once most of the students demonstrate they understand the concept, provide op-portunities for them to practice it within the different stations. 

Teachers should NOT teach everything in the small-group setting. 

Small-group guided instruction is a way to differentiate based on specific needs of the readers.  If all students need to read the same text and have the same discussion, then save it for whole-class instruction or a read aloud. 

Mini-Lessons

Literacy 
Stations

Small 
Groups

Instruction needs to first begin as direct instruction through whole-class mini-lessons the entire school year.  The whole-class mini-lesson is the most efficient way to deliver information to the masses. 

#11
#12

#13

#10
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ABOUT THE PRESENTER

Kristi McCulloughKristi McCullough

Teachers love the authentic, “from-the-trenches” 
insight that Kristi McCullough offers during her 
professional development sessions with K-5 
teachers. Her own experience as a reading and 
writing teacher and literacy coach provides the 
perfect backdrop for Kristi to share practical ways to 
deliver research-based best practices.

As a full-time literacy consultant with Smekens 
Education, Kristi has worked with thousands 
of teachers across the United States delivering 
regional seminars and customized on-site school 
trainings that focus specifically on teaching reading.

In addition, she is also the author of the “6-Week 
Planning Guide for Launching the 90-Minute 
Reading Block,” a popular resource for K-5 teachers.

Kristi wore many hats in public schools for 13 
years during which time she was trained in Reading 
Recovery and many other well-known instructional 
models.

She is passionate 
about helping teachers 
implement a balanced 
literacy approach focused 
on real-life, purposeful 
literacy activities that 
result in improved 
student achievement.

“Kristi is a completely 
engaging presenter. It is 
apparent that she used 
and honed masterful 
teaching practices in her 
own classroom. This was 
a completely practical 
and immediately 
applicable workshop 
presentation.” 
Kyle Bush, principal at 
Early Childhood Center, 
Loveland City School 
District, Loveland, OH

“Kristi did a fantastic job 
giving us clear content 
that we could follow 
and use!” 
Amanda Chapple, 
teacher at Churubusco 
Elementary School, 
Churubusco, IN

“I liked that we can listen 
to the recording but also 
have live chat about 
what we are learning.”
Cheri Beiting, teacher at 
River Ridge Elementary, 
Villa Hills, KY

“Everything flowed 
smoothly with handouts 
sent prior to the 
meeting.  The speaker 
was very knowledgeable 
in this area.”
Peggy Zimmerman, 
teacher at Pinewood 
Elementary, Elkhart, IN

“The workshop was 
packed with ideas. Kristi’s 
personality and energy 
were fun! You could see 
her passion for reading 
the way she presented!” 
Karly Douglas, teacher 
at Heywood Elementary 
School, Troy, OH

“Kristi is always so 
enthusiastic and 
engaging. I love how 
she gives real life 
examples/stories to 
tie in with what she is 
sharing.”
Kaley Waterman, teacher 
at Southwick Elementary 
School, Fort Wayne, IN

“Kristi is a high-energy 
presenter who gives real 
examples. She shows 
real living examples of 
practices she uses as 
she is teaching.” 
Maureen Hoffman-
Wehmeier, teacher 
at Greenwood Middle 
School, Greenwood, IN

“Awesome!! Kristi took a 
heavy topic and gave us 
practical ways to make 
big changes.” 
Jessica Hammer, teacher 
at Sacred Heart Model 
School, Louisville, KY

“Kristi is a fabulous 
presenter & has great 
practical ideas.” 
Lindsey Putman,  
teacher at Towne 
Meadow Elementary 
School, Carmel, IN

“Kristi was 
knowledgeable—a 
real expert! But she is a 
gifted communicator 
and enabler—in the 
best possible way!” 
Nancy Fessler, teacher 
at Seton Catholic School, 
Lexington, KY




